Pet lovers will appreciate one of these unique personalized gifts celebrating their special pet. There is
a wide variety of pet merchandise on the market these days, but few products come close to the
sophistication of these photo crystals. The laser etched glass can also be customized to contain
names or famous quotes about pets to complete the unique piece. The details of the photo of your
pet will be visually appealing on the 3D engraved picture. Give the animal lover in your life a
personalized, innovative gift that commemorates their pet for years to come.

Diamond Crystal

Flat Crystal

Landscape Crystal

Portrait Crystal

Arc Crystal

Heart Crystal

Ornament Crystal

Prestige Crystal

Pet Lovers Diamond Crystal
While no gift could ever take the place of man’s best friend (or other companions of equal or lesser
fuzziness), this diamond-shaped For Pet Lovers Crystal is the best way to dress up the home decor of
the animal aficionado in your life - next to fur, of course. This 100%-crystal keepsake is masterfully
constructed to last a lifetime, and comes in small, medium and large sizes, ensuring it will fit atop any
bookshelf, desktop or mantle. Accentuate this striking memento with a handsome LED light base that
will add definitive shine to your free personal text engraving.
This beautiful crystal is an excellent choice for creating memories for family or friends, and will perfectly
fit your home or office.
SIZE

INCH (WXHXD)

DESIGNED FOR

Small - $89.00

2.36 x 2.36 x 2.36

1 Figure

Medium - $149.00

3.14 x 3.14 x 3.14

2 Figures

Large - $229.00

3.93 x 3.93 x 3.93

3 Figures



With less figures per crystal the figure looks bigger and stronger



It is not mandatory to buy Light Base, but highly recommended for enhancing the 3D engraving effect.



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia, Monotype Corsiva or Blackadder Fonts



Light base can be purchased separately for $39 in Black Finish or Rosewood Finish

Pet Lovers Flat Crystal
While no gift could ever take the place of man’s best friend (or other companions of equal or lesser
fuzziness), this For Pet Lovers Flat Crystal is the best way to dress up the home decor of the animal
aficionado in your life - next to fur, of course. This 100%-crystal keepsake is masterfully constructed to
last a lifetime, and comes in various sizes, ensuring it will fit atop any bookshelf, desktop or mantle.
This striking memento includes a handsome LED light base that will add definitive shine to your free
personal text engraving.
The flat crystal is perfect for full figures and unlike any other can be engraved with the original picture
background. With a built-in light base, the impression of this customized crystal gift is unforgettable
and will help you make this gift personal.

Size

Inch (WxHxD)

Small - $110.00

4x6

Medium - $149.00

5x7

Large - $290.00

8 x 10



This crystal comes with a built-in light base



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia, Monotype Corsiva or Blackadder Fonts

Pet Lovers Heart Crystal
While no gift could ever take the place of man’s best friend (or other companions of equal or lesser
fuzziness), this heart-shaped For Pet Lovers Crystal is the best way to dress up the home decor of the
animal aficionado in your life - next to fur, of course. This 100%-crystal keepsake is masterfully
constructed to last a lifetime, and comes in various sizes, ensuring it will fit atop any bookshelf, desktop
or mantle. Accentuate this striking memento with a handsome LED light base that will add definitive
shine to your free personal text engraving.
This beautiful crystal is an excellent choice for creating memories for family or friends, and will perfectly
fit your home or office.
SIZE

INCH (WXHXD)

DESIGNED FOR

Medium - $189.00

3.5 x 3 x 1.9

1 Figure

Large - $229.00

3.93 x 3.54 x 2.36

2 Figures

X-Large - $259.00

4.3 x 3.93 x 2.36

3 Figures



With less figures per crystal the figure looks bigger and stronger



It is not mandatory to buy Light Base, but highly recommended for enhancing the 3D engraving effect.



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia, Monotype Corsiva or Blackadder Fonts



Light base can be purchased separately for $39 in Black Finish, Rosewood Finish or Round.

Pet Lovers Landscape
While no gift could ever take the place of man’s best friend (or other companions of equal or lesser
fuzziness), this For Pet Lovers Train Crystal is the best way to dress up the home decor of the animal
aficionado in your life - next to fur, of course. This 100%-crystal keepsake is masterfully constructed to
last a lifetime, and comes in various sizes, ensuring it will fit atop any bookshelf, desktop or mantle.
Accentuate this striking memento with a handsome LED light base that will add definitive shine to your
free personal text engraving.
This rectangular unique gift is a great gift for everyone (individuals, couples and mostly families). An
unparalleled number of sizes will help you make gift giving personal again with a truly one of a kind,
crystal keepsake.
SIZE

INCH (WXHXD)

DESIGNED FOR

Small - $69.00

2 x 3.14 x 2

1 Figure

Medium - $99.00

3.50 x 2.38 x 1.94

2 Figures

Large - $159.00

3.14 x 4.72 x 2.36

3 Figures

X-Large - $199.00

3.93 x 4.92 x 2.36

4 Figures

XX-Large - $259.00

3.93 x 5.9 x 2.36

5 Figures

3XL - $319.00

4.72 x 6.69 x 2.36

6 Figures

Max - $469.00

5.9 x 7.87 x 3.14

7 Figures



With less figures per crystal the figure looks bigger and stronger



It is not mandatory to buy Light Base, but highly recommended for enhancing the 3D engraving effect.



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia or Monotype Corsiva Fonts



Light base can be purchased separately for $39 in Black Finish, Rosewood Finish or Round.

Pet Lovers Portrait
While no gift could ever take the place of man’s best friend (or other companions of equal or lesser
fuzziness), this For Pet Lovers Tower Crystal is the best way to dress up the home decor of the animal
aficionado in your life - next to fur, of course. This 100%-crystal keepsake is masterfully constructed to
last a lifetime, and comes in various sizes, ensuring it will fit atop any bookshelf, desktop or mantle.
Accentuate this striking memento with a handsome LED light base that will add definitive shine to your
free personal text engraving.
This rectangular unique gift is a great gift for everyone (individuals, couples and mostly families). An
unparalleled number of sizes will help you to make gift giving personal again with a truly one of a kind,
crystal keepsake.
SIZE

INCH (WXHXD)

DESIGNED FOR

Small - $69.00

2 x 3.14 x 2

1 Figure

Medium - $99.00

2.25 x 3.50 x 1.95

2 Figures

Large - $159.00

3.14 x 4.72 x 2.36

3 Figures

X-Large - $199.00

3.93 x 4.92 x 2.36

4 Figures

XX-Large - $259.00

3.93 x 5.9 x 2.36

5 Figures

3XL - $319.00

4.72 x 6.69 x 2.36

6 Figures

Max - $469.00

5.9 x 7.87 x 3.14

7 Figures



With less figures per crystal the figure looks bigger and stronger



It is not mandatory to buy Light Base, but highly recommended for enhancing the 3D engraving effect.



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia, Monotype Corsiva or Blackadder Fonts



Light base can be purchased separately for $39 in Black Finish, Rosewood Finish or Round.

Pet Lovers 3D Arc
While no gift could ever take the place of man’s best friend (or other companions of equal or lesser
fuzziness), this For Pet Lovers 3D Dome Arc Photo Crystal is the best way to dress up the home decor
of the animal aficionado in your life - next to fur, of course. This 100%-crystal keepsake is masterfully
constructed to last a lifetime, and comes in various sizes, ensuring it will fit atop any bookshelf, desktop
or mantle. Accentuate this striking memento with a handsome LED light base that will add definitive
shine to your free personal text engraving.

Size

Inch (WxHxD)

Large - $200.00

6.7 x 3.3 x 1.75



It is not mandatory to buy Light Base, but highly recommended for enhancing the 3D engraving effect.



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia, Monotype Corsiva or Blackadder Fonts



Light base can be purchased separately for $39 in Black Finish, Rosewood Finish or Round.

Pet Lovers 3D Prestige
While no gift could ever take the place of man’s best friend (or other companions of equal or lesser
fuzziness), this For Pet Lover 3D Prestige Photo Crystal is the best way to dress up the home decor of
the animal aficionado in your life - next to fur, of course. This 100%-crystal keepsake is masterfully
constructed to last a lifetime, and comes in various sizes, ensuring it will fit atop any bookshelf, desktop
or mantle. Accentuate this striking memento with a handsome LED light base that will add definitive
shine to your free personal text engraving.
This beautiful crystal is an excellent choice for creating memories for family or friends, and will perfectly
fit your home or office.

SIZE

INCH (WXHXD)

DESIGNED FOR

Small - $209.00

4.25 x 5.00 x 2.36

1-2 Figures

Large - $309.00

5.31 x 6.81 x 2.36

1-4 Figures



With less figures per crystal the figure looks bigger and stronger



It is not mandatory to buy Light Base, but highly recommended for enhancing the 3D engraving effect.



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia, Monotype Corsiva or Blackadder Fonts



Light base can be purchased separately for $39 in Black Finish or Rosewood Finish

Ornaments
Make the season a merry one by adding a more personal touch to your Christmas tree this year with
this elegant glass ornament. Customizable with the engraved photo of your choice, this striking
keepsake is the perfect way of capturing a cherished memory and makes the perfect gift for you or your
loved ones. Available in three shapes (Circle, Heart and House), this precious heirloom ensures that
there really is no place like the holidays.


Available in three shapes – Circle, Heart and House - $29.00 each



Free engraving – 40 spaces in Arial, Script Mt Bold, Georgia or Monotype Corsiva Fonts



Ornament Stand can be purchased separately for $35.00 in Brass or Silver

Key Chains
These are small portable versions of photo crystal gifts in 2D crystal key chain form. They’re as
innovative as it gets, and are the perfect method of displaying smaller photographs, such as yearbook
photos or snapshots of pets. These keychains let someone take their loved ones with them at all
times. This could be an ideal stocking stuffer, or one of those special “just because” surprises. One of
these 2D crystal key chains will brighten someone’s day every day.


Available in two shapes – Rectangle and Octagon - $25.00 each



Engraving not available on key chains

2D Personalized Necklace
Carry a lasting memory around your neck everywhere you go with your favorite photo of your beloved
pet on a crystal pendant. Engraving is not available on this item. The pendant is best worn with dark
clothing for best viewing of the laser image. Only $25.00!

Light Bases
A photo crystal shines in natural light, but will be even brighter with one of these 3D crystal light
bases. Casting light in either a circular or rectangular pattern, these bases bring out every detail in
your photo crystal. Natural light makes the photo crystal bright, but the 3D crystal light bases are
designed to make your photo crystal sparkle even more. The 3D crystal light bases allow you to enjoy
your photo crystal day and night as they project light through the laser etched glass from below.
Bases are $39.00 each.
Round - This sleek rounded light features a stylish silver base with a LED bulb that will accentuate the
3D effect of your crystal. This handsome luminary base set also includes an AC adapter and can also
be powered with batteries. The base rotates on AC power only. Comes in Small and Large sizes.
Black Finish – This handsome light base features a stylish Piano Black Finish with a LED bulb that will
accentuate the 3D effect of your crystal. This sleek luminary base set also includes self-adhesive
protector pads and an AC adapter that will ensure you have all the power you need to keep your
keepsake well-lit throughout the years. Available in Small (3.5 x 3.5 x 1), Medium (4.5 x 3.5 x 1) or
Large (6.5 x 3.5 x 1).
Rosewood Finish – This light base features a stylish Rosewood Finish with a LED bulb that will
accentuate the 3D effect of your crystal. This sleek luminary base set also includes self-adhesive
protector pads and an AC adapter that will ensure you have all the power you need to keep your
keepsake well-lit throughout the years. Available in Small (3.5 x 3.5 x 1), Medium (4.5 x 3.5 x 1) or
Large (6.5 x 3.5 x 1).

